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We investigate the thermal transport properties in superconductor- antiferromagnet- superconduc-
tor and superconductor- ferromagnet- superconductor junctions based on buckled two-dimensional
materials (BTDMs). Owing to the unique buckled sublattice structures of BTDMs, in both junc-
tions the phase dependence of the thermal conductance can be effectively controlled by perpendic-
ular electric fields. The underlying mechanism for the electrical tunability of thermal conductance
is elucidated resorting to the band structures of the magnetic regions. We also reveal the distinct
manifestations of antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic exchange fields in the thermal conductance.
These results demonstrate that the perpendicular electric field can serve as a knob to externally
manipulate the phase-coherent thermal transport in BTDMs-based Josephson junctions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The thermal transport in temperature-biased Joseph-
son junctions has recently garnered considerable atten-
tion, due to the extensive applications ranging from
phase-coherent caloritronics [1–13] to the detection of
novel quantum states [14–22]. In Josephson junctions,
the formation of Andreev-bound states (ABSs) has a
profound impact on the quasiparticle scattering. Since
the binding energy and spectral weight of the ABSs de-
pend on the superconducting phase difference, the cou-
pling between the quasiparticles and ABSs gives rise to
a phase-coherent component of the thermal current [23–
26]. This effect holds the promise to manipulate the ther-
mal transport via the phase coherence intrinsic to super-
conducting condensates, boosting the efforts to design
phase-coherent caloritronics devices based on Josephson
junctions [1–6]. During the last decade, there has been
tremendous experimental progress in the realm of phase-
coherent caloritronics, such as the realization of heat
interferometer [2], heat modulator [3], thermal router
[4], and thermal tunable 0 − π phase transition [5] in
temperature-biased Josephson junctions.

On the other hand, since the thermal currents are
mainly carried by quasiparticles with energies above the
superconducting gap, they provide complementary infor-
mation to the charge currents which derive essentially
from the ABSs and quasiparticles with energies below the
superconducting gap [14, 23–27]. In this regard, the ther-
mal transport measurement opens a compensate route to
identify the existence of novel quantum states. Recent
theoretical proposals have shown that the thermal cur-
rents in temperature-biased topological Josephson junc-
tions can be used to probe the topological ABSs [14], Ma-
jorana zero modes [15, 16], Jackiw-Rebbi resonant states
[17], and helical edge states [18, 19]. Furthermore, since
the thermal transport is sensitive to the pairing sym-
metry of the superconducting condensate, the thermal
transport signature can sever as a valuable tool to dis-
tinguish the spin-singlet and spin-triplet pairing states

in temperature-biased topological [20] and conventional
Josephson junctions [22].

Although significant achievements have been made in
the thermal transport properties of Josephson junctions,
the research attention to date has mainly been restricted
to the phase-coherent aspect of thermal transport [2–
10, 13–26]. In practice, the manipulation of the proposed
phase dependence needs to resort to an external magnetic
field [2–6]. It is natural to ask that whether the phase-
coherent thermal transport can be managed in a fully
electric manner. An exciting possibility is to consider
the thermal transport in Josephson junctions based on
buckled two-dimensional materials (BTDMs) with elec-
trically tunable low-lying physics.

BTDMs are atomically thin crystals possessing hexag-
onal lattice structures and Dirac-like low-energy exci-
tations, commonly known as silicene, germanene and
stanene [28–40]. Since a stable BTDM sheet prefers a
buckled sublattice structure, the low-energy bands and
relevant transport properties can be effectively modu-
lated by an electric field perpendicular to the sheet plane
[39–46]. Moreover, recent efforts have predicted that
the superconducting correlations can be induced in BT-
DMs through the proximity effect [47–50]. This progress
together with the unique buckled geometry render BT-
DMs fertile playgrounds to explore the electrically tun-
able phase-coherent transport properties [51–58]. One of
the most prominent examples is the occurrence of elec-
trically controlled 0−π phase transition in silicene-based
Josephson junctions [52–54]. Additionally, recent ad-
vances have also revealed that both the local and nonlo-
cal Andreev reflections in silicene-based superconducting
hybrid structures can be regulated by a perpendicular
electric field [50, 55–57]. However, up to now the ef-
fects of perpendicular electric field on the phase-coherent
thermal transport have been scarcely studied in BTDMs-
based Josephson junctions.

Motivated by the significance but the lack of detailed
understanding about the electrically tunable thermal
transport in BTDMs-based Josephson junctions, in this
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Sketch of a BTDM-based Josephson
junction with a heat current flowing along the x-direction.

work we investigate the thermal transport properties in
superconductor-antiferromagnet-superconductor (S-AF-
S) and superconductor-ferromagnet-superconductor (S-
F-S) junctions based on BTDMs. Since the perpen-
dicular electric field can modulate the band structures
of BTDMs, the phase dependence of thermal conduc-
tance is electrically controllable in both S-AF-S and S-F-
S junctions. Taking advantage of the band structures in
the magnetic regions, the electrical tunability of phase-
coherent thermal conductance is elucidated. We also il-
lustrate the different manifestations of antiferromagnetic
and ferromagnetic exchange fields in the thermal con-
ductance. Our findings suggest that the perpendicular
electric field can be employed to externally manipulate
the phase-coherent thermal transport in BTDMs-based
Josephson junctions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We

present the model and calculation method in Sec. II. In
Sec. III, we give the numerical results and discuss the
effects of the perpendicular electric field on the thermal
conductance. Finally, the conclusion is briefly drawn in
Sec. IV.

II. MODEL AND APPROACH

A schematic of the proposed Josephson junction is
shown in Fig. 1, where a BTDM sheet is deposited in
the xy plane, with two superconducting electrodes SL

and SR covering the left (L, x < 0) and right (R, x > d)
regions, respectively. To drive a thermal current flow-
ing along the x direction, a temperature gradient is im-
posed across the junction, where the temperature in the
L (R) region is fixed as TL(R) with TL(R) = T +(−)δT/2.
The superconductivity in the L and R regions can be in-
duced by the superconducting electrodes via the proxim-
ity effect, as that have been experimentally carried out in
similar two-dimensional materials such as graphene [59–
61] and transition-metal dichalcogenides [62, 63]. In the
magnetic region (M, 0 < x < d) of the S-AF-S (S-F-S)
junction, an antiferromagnetic (ferromagnetic) exchange
field is introduced to regulate the thermal transport. As
demonstrated by recent experiments, the proposed ex-
change fields can be realized in BTDMs by intercalating
rare-earth atoms [64, 65].
In the superconducting regions, we take the intra-

sublattice Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer pairing, as pro-

posed in Refs. [50–54]. In the basis of ψ†
k =

{(ψA
k,σ)

†, (ψB
k,σ)

†, ψA
−k,σ̄, ψ

B
−k,σ̄} spanned in the Nambu

⊗ sublattice space, the Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG)
Hamiltonian is given by

H =

(
H0 − σh σ∆
σ∆† −(H0 − σ̄h)

)
, (1)

where the spin index σ = ±1 satisfying σ = −σ̄. The
single-particle effective Hamiltonian H0 = ~vF (ηkxτx −
kyτy) + mηστz − µτ0 [39–46], where τj (j = x, y, z) de-
notes the Pauli matrix operating in the sublattice space,
τ0 is a 2 × 2 unit matrix, vF represents the Fermi ve-
locity, and η = +(−)1 labeling the K(K ′) valley. The
effective-mass term mησ = lEz − ησλSO, where λSO in-
dicates the strength of spin-orbit coupling, Ez param-
eterizes the perpendicular electric field, and 2l is the
separation between the A and B sublattices along the
z direction. In the S-AF-S and S-F-S junctions, the
exchange fields are, respectively, characterized as h =
hAF τzΘ(x)Θ(d − x) and h = hF τ0Θ(x)Θ(d − x), with
Θ(x) the Heaviside step function. The chemical poten-
tial µ = µSΘ(−x) + µMΘ(x)Θ(d − x) + µSΘ(x − d).
In this paper, we take the superconducting regions to
be heavily doped to satisfy the relation of µS ≫ µM ,
so that the leakage of Cooper pairs from the supercon-
ducting regions to the magnetic region can rationally
be neglected [50–58]. In doing so, the superconduct-
ing gap can be effectively modeled by a step function,
i.e., ∆ = ∆L(TL)τ0e

iφLΘ(−x) +∆R(TR)τ0e
iφRΘ(x− d),

with the phase difference being defined as φ = φR − φL.
The amplitude of the superconducting gap is given by
∆L(R)(TL(R)) = ∆0 tanh(1.74

√
TC/TL(R) − 1), where

the critical temperature TC = ∆0/(1.76kB) and kB de-
notes the Boltzmann constant [8, 11] .
In the present work, we study the thermal transport

properties by virtue of the scattering wave approach.
This method has been extensively employed to investi-
gate the thermal transport properties in temperature-
biased superconducting hybrid structures [9–22, 27].
Compared with the approaches of tunneling Hamiltonian
and Usadel equation in quasiclassical approximation, the
scattering wave method possesses the advantages to ex-
plore the thermal transport properties in a single- or a
few-channel superconducting hybrid structures with ar-
bitrary transparency [12].
To evaluate the thermal conductance in the proposed

Josephson junctions, we first compute the quasiparticle
transmission probabilities. For an electron-like (a hole-
like) quasiparticle incident from the L region, the result-

ing wave function Ψ
e(h)
L is given by

Ψ
e(h)
L = ψL,+

eq(hq) + ree(hh)ησ ψL,−
eq(hq) + rhe(eh)ησ ψL,−

hq(eq), (2)

where ree,hhησ and rhe,ehησ denote the valley- and spin-
resolved scattering amplitudes of normal reflections and
Andreev reflections, respectively. The corresponding
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wave function in the R region is formulated as

Ψ
e(h)
R = tee(hh)ησ ψR,+

eq(hq) + the(eh)ησ ψR,+
hq(eq), (3)

with tee,hh,he,ehησ the valley- and spin-resolved transmis-
sion amplitudes. The details of electron-like (hole-like)

scattering states ψL,±
eq(hq) and ψ

R,+
eq(hq)are presented in Ap-

pendix A. In the M region, the wave function ΨM is a
linear superposition of all possible scattering states, i.e.,

ΨM = c1ψ
+
e + c2ψ

−
e + c3ψ

+
h + c4ψ

−
h , (4)

where the scattering amplitudes are denoted by cj (j =
1, 2, 3, 4) and the detailed structures of scattering states
ψ±
e,h are given in Appendix A.
The transmission amplitudes can be obtained by

matching the relevant wave functions at boundaries x = 0
and x = d. To take into account the influences stemming
from the interface imperfection, at the boundary x = 0
(d) we introduce an ultra-narrow square potential barrier

characterized by strength UL(R) and width ℓL(R), and
then take the limits of UL(R) → ∞ and ℓL(R) → 0 with
UL(R)ℓL(R)/(~vF ) ≡ ZL(R) being finite. According to the
conservation of the particle current flowing along the x
direction, the boundary conditions can be formulated as

Ψ
e(h)
L |x=0− = M−1

L ΨM |x=0+ , (5a)

Ψ
e(h)
R |x=d+ = MRΨM |x=d− , (5b)

with the transfer matrix ML(R) being defined as

ML(R) = eiν0τxηZL(R) , (6)

where ν0 denotes an unit matrix operating in the Nambu
space.
Resorting to the transmission amplitudes, the total

valley- and spin-resolved transmission probability result-
ing from the electron-like and hole-like incident quasipar-
ticles can be obtained as

Tησ(ǫ, θ) =

∣∣∣∣∣
〈ψR,+

eq |ĵx|ψ
R,+
eq 〉

〈ψL,+
eq |ĵx|ψ

L,+
eq 〉

∣∣∣∣∣ |t
ee
ησ|

2+

∣∣∣∣∣
〈ψR,+

hq |ĵx|ψ
R,+
hq 〉

〈ψL,+
eq |ĵx|ψ

L,+
eq 〉

∣∣∣∣∣ |t
he
ησ |

2+

∣∣∣∣∣
〈ψR,+

eq |ĵx|ψ
R,+
eq 〉

〈ψL,+
hq |ĵx|ψ

L,+
hq 〉

∣∣∣∣∣ |t
eh
ησ|

2+

∣∣∣∣∣
〈ψR,+

hq |ĵx|ψ
R,+
hq 〉

〈ψL,+
hq |ĵx|ψ

L,+
hq 〉

∣∣∣∣∣ |t
hh
ησ |

2, (7)

where the particle current density operator ĵx ≡
−i
~
[x,HBdG] = ηvF νzτx, with νz the Pauli matrix op-

erating in the Nambu space.
We note that, as proposed in Ref.[27], the phonon con-

tribution to the thermal transport can be profoundly
suppressed by the interface imperfection between the
superconducting and magnetic regions. Therefore, we
only concentrate on thermal conductance contributed by
electron-like and hole-like quasiparticles and neglect the
contribution from phonons. Taking advantage of the
transmission probability Tησ(ǫ, θ), the heat current can
be written as [9–22, 27]

J=
1

h

∑

ησ

∫ ∞

∆(T )

dǫ

∫ π/2

−π/2

cos θdθǫTησ(ǫ, θ)[f(ǫ, TL)−f(ǫ, TR)],

(8)
where the Fermi distribution function f(ǫ, TL(R)) =

[eǫ/(kBTL(R)) + 1]−1 and ∆(T ) = max(|∆L(T )|, |∆R(T )|).
For the temperature bias δT → 0, the thermal con-

ductance in the linear response regime can be defined as
κ̃ = (J/δT )δT→0, and which can be explicitly formulated
as

κ̃ =
1

h

∑

ησ

∫ ∞

∆(T )

dǫ

∫ π/2

−π/2

Tησ(ǫ, θ)ǫ
2 cos θdθ

4kBT 2 cosh2( ǫ
2kBT )

. (9)

To normalize the thermal conductance, it is convenient
to introduce a quantity of κ0 = 4π2k2BT/(3h), where
π2k2BT/(3h) is the thermal conductance quantum [66]

and the factor 4 takes the valley and spin indices into
account. In doing so, the normalized thermal conduc-
tance can be expressed as κ = κ̃/κ0.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the numerical results and
concentrate on the effects of the perpendicular electric
field on the thermal conductance. Without loss of gen-
erality, we choose silicene as a prototype of BTDM with
λSO = 3.9 meV [39]. Considering that the typical value
of the superconducting gap magnitude is of the order of
∼ 1 meV [50–54, 59–61], we take ∆0 = 0.2λSO in the
numerical calculation. The superconducting coherence
length is defined as ξ = ~vF /∆0. To ensure the validity
of the model described in Eq. (1), we set µS = 100λSO
to satisfy µS ≫ ∆(T ) and retain the relationship of
µS ≫ µM throughout this work. In doing so, the quasi-
particle scattering angles in the superconducting regions

turn to θL,R
eq,hq ≃ 0 and the relevant scattering problems

reduce into one-dimensional scenarios, as that have been
implemented in a series of studies [11–14, 22]. In this
paper, we are not interested in the effects of the inter-
facial potential barriers on the thermal conductance and
single out ZL = ZR = π for definiteness, since the in-
fluences of interfacial potential barriers on the supercon-
ducting coherent transport have been intensively investi-
gated [14, 27, 55, 58]. It is well known that the transmis-
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Phase-difference-dependent normalized thermal conductance with different perpendicular electric fields,
where µM = 0 in (a) and (c), and µM = λSO in (b) and (d). Panels (a) and (b) and panels (c) and (d) present the results
in the S-AF-S junction with hAF = 0.4λSO and the S-F-S junction with hF = 0.4λSO, respectively. In all panels, d = ξ and
T = TC/2.

sion probability and resulting conductance periodically
oscillate with respect to ZL,R without decaying profiles,
this phenomenon is a typical hallmark of the momentum-
spin/pseudospin locking in Dirac materials.

As a starting point, we focus on the manifestations
of the perpendicular electric field in the phase-coherent
thermal conductance. Fig. 2 presents the φ-dependent
thermal conductance with different perpendicular elec-
tric fields. As can be seen, in all cases the thermal con-
ductance can be effectively modulated by the perpendic-
ular electric field. In the S-AF-S junction, as depicted in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), by varying the strength of perpen-
dicular electric field, the φ-dependent thermal conduc-
tance exhibits transitions between minimal and maximal
values at φ = π. In the S-F-S junction, the perpendic-
ular electric field changes the value of φ corresponding
to the maximal and/or minimal thermal conductance,
thus significantly tailoring the pattern of φ-dependent
thermal conductance, as shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d).
The electrical tunability of the phase-coherent thermal

conductance results from the lEz-dependent band struc-
tures of BTDMs. Resorting to Eq. (1), in the M re-
gions of S-AF-S and S-F-S junctions, the electron-like
(hole-like) band edges can be, respectively, formulated as

E
±,e(h)
η,σ = ±(∓)|lEz − ησλSO − (+)σhAF | − (+)µM and

ε
±,e(h)
η,σ = ±(∓)|lEz − ησλSO| − σhF − (+)µM , with the
conduction (valence) band edge being indicated by the

superscript +(−) of E
±,e(h)
η,σ and ε

±,e(h)
η,σ . Accordingly, in

both junctions the perpendicular electric field can effec-
tively tune the band edges which, in turn, regulate the
band gaps of M regions. Since the quasiparticle trans-
mission probabilities are profoundly influenced by the
band gaps, the phase dependence of thermal conductance
can be controlled by the perpendicular electric field. We
note that the electrical tunability of the phase-coherent
thermal conductance originates from the unique buckled
sublattice structures of BTDMs and is absent in similar
conventional [11, 12, 23–26] and topological Josephson
junctions [9, 10, 13–21]. In addition, the configurations
of φ-dependent thermal conductance strongly depend on
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Normalized thermal conductance κ as a function of the junction length d with, where µM = 0 in (a)
and (c), and µM = λSO in (b) and (d). Panels (a) and (b) and panels (c) and (d) present the scenarios in the S-AF-S junction
with hAF = 0.4λSO and S-F-S junction with hF = 0.4λSO, respectively. In all panels, φ = π and T = TC/2.

the type of exchange field and the chemical potential µM .
We illustrate the underlying physics resorting to the band
structures of M regions.

Since the thermal conductance is essentially con-
tributed by the propagating quasiparticles with energies
just above the superconducting gap [14, 23–26], in the
M region of S-AF-S (S-F-S) only the branches with band

edges satisfying E
+(−),e(h)
η,σ ≤ ∆(T ) (ε

+(−),e(h)
η,σ ≤ ∆(T ))

or E
−(+),e(h)
η,σ ≥ −∆(T ) (ε

−(+),e(h)
η,σ ≥ −∆(T )) can dom-

inate the thermal transport. Keeping this principle in
mind, we first discuss the scenarios in the S-AF-S junc-
tion with a undoped M region, i.e., µM = 0. According to
the parameters fixed in Figs. 2 and 3, in the situations of
lEz = 0, λSO, and 2λSO, all band edges are outside of the
regime of [−∆(T ),∆(T )] ≃ [−0.2λSO, 0.2λSO], so that
the thermal transport is determined by the evanescent
modes. Consequently, as shown in Fig. 3(a), the ther-
mal conductance exponentially decays by increasing the
junction length for lEz = 0, λSO, and 2λSO. When the
junction length d = ξ being large enough (c.f. Fig. 3(a)),

the thermal conductance contributed by the evanescent
modes is strongly suppressed in the cases of lEz = 0,
λSO, and 2λSO, as depicted in Fig. 2(a). While for
lEz = 0.5λSO and 1.5λSO, there are two branches with
band edges being located in the regime of [−∆(T ),∆(T )],

i.e., E±,e
−1,−1|lEz=0.5λSO = E∓,h

+1,+1|lEz=0.5λSO = ±0.1λSO

and E±,e
+1,+1|lEz=1.5λSO = E∓,h

−1,−1|lEz=1.5λSO = ±0.1λSO,
respectively. Therefore, in the situation of lEz =
0.5λSO (1.5λSO), the thermal conductance is mainly con-
tributed by the spin-down (spin-up) electron-like prop-
agating quasiparticles of K ′ (K) valley and the spin-
up (spin-down) hole-like propagating quasiparticles stem-
ming from K (K ′) valley, as confirmed by the oscillating
profile in the d-dependent thermal conductance shown in
Fig. 3(a). When the M region is lightly doped with µM =
λSO, for each value of lEz selected in Figs. 2 and 3, there
exist at least two branches can approach in the regime
of [−∆(T ),∆(T )] to support propagating quasiparticles.
Taking the scenario of lEz = 2λSO as an example, in this
case the band edges E+,e

+1,+1|lEz=2λSO = −0.4λSO < ∆(T )
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Contour plots of the normalized thermal conductance κ of (a) S-AF-S junction and (b) S-F-S junction,
where φ = π, d = ξ, µM = 0, and T = TC/2.

and E+,h
−1,−1|lEz=2λSO = 0.4λSO > −∆(T ), thus both the

spin-up electron-like branch of K valley and the spin-
down hole-like branch of K ′ valley can support propa-
gating quasiparticles. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the thermal
conductance exhibits pronounced oscillating profiles with
respect to the junction length.

In the S-F-S junction, the dependence of the phase-
coherent thermal conductance on lEz can be understood
in the similar way mentioned above. Here we only con-
centrate on the distinct scenarios that are absent in the S-
AF-S junction. In the S-F-S junction, although the band
edges of M region rely on the ferromagnetic exchange field
hF , the band gap scales δF,e

η,σ = δF,h
η,σ = 2|lEz − ησλSO|

are independent of hF , in contrast to the manifesta-
tion of antiferromagnetic exchange field in the S-AF-S
junction. Therefore, for a set of fixed valley and spin
indices, the band gap in the M region of S-F-S junc-
tion is solely determined by the perpendicular electric
field. This character leads to intriguing consequences in
the special case of lEz = λSO, where the branches with
(η, σ) = (+1,+1) and (η, σ) = (−1,−1) are gapless, thus
the spin-up quasiparticles originating from K valley and
the spin-down quasiparticles stemming from K ′ valley
can always contribute to the thermal transport. Conse-
quently, when lEz = λSO the thermal conductance obvi-
ously oscillates with d, regardless of the values of µM , as
shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d).

To further elucidate the different manifestations of
antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic exchange fields in
the thermal transport, in Fig. 4 we present the con-
tour plots of the normalized thermal conductance in the
(lEz, h) plane with µM = 0. In the S-AF-S junction,
the antiferromagnetic exchange field not only changes
the band edges, but also regulates the energy gap as

δ
AF,e(h)
η,σ = 2|lEz − ησλSO − (+)σhAF |. Since the band
gap of M region depends both on the antiferromagnetic
exchange field and on the perpendicular electric field, in
the (lEz , hAF ) plane the non-vanishing thermal conduc-
tance can only appear in the regions restricted by the
conditions of ±hAF + 0.8λSO ≤ lEz ≤ ±hAF + 1.2λSO

and ±hAF − 1.2λSO ≤ lEz ≤ ±hAF − 0.8λSO, as shown
in Fig. 4(a). However, in the S-F-S junction the fer-
romagnetic exchange field only shifts the position of
band gap, but does not change its scale. For a set of
fixed spin and valley indices, the band gaps of electron-
like and hole-like branches share the same value, i.e,
δF,e
η,σ = δF,h

η,σ = 2|lEz − ησλSO|. Therefore, in the case
of lEz = +(−)λSO both the electron-like and hole-like
branches with ησ = +(−)1 are gapless to support prop-
agating quasiparticles, regardless of the value of hF . As
presented by Fig. 4(b), in the whole range of hF the
thermal conductance keeps finite at lEz = ±λSO, this
character is quite different from that in the S-AF-S junc-
tion. Furthermore, since the ferromagnetic exchange field
can shift the positions of band gaps without affecting
their scales, when the ferromagnetic field is large enough
the band gaps can be pushed outside of the regime of
[−∆(T ),∆(T )]. As a consequence, the thermal conduc-
tance is non-vanishing when |hF | > 1.5λSO, this phe-
nomenon is also distinct from that in the S-AF-S junc-
tion.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have theoretically studied the ther-
mal transport properties in BTDM-based S-AF-S and S-
F-S junctions by virtue of the scattering wave approach.
We have revealed that, in both S-AF-S and S-F-S junc-
tions, the phase dependence of thermal conductance can
be effectively controlled by perpendicular electric fields.
This scenario results from the exotic buckled sublattice
geometries of BTDMs and is absent in similar conven-
tional and topological Josephson junctions. Resorting to
the band structures in the M regions, we have illustrated
the underlying mechanism behind the electrical tunabil-
ity of thermal conductance. The different influences of
the antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic exchange fields
on the thermal conductance have also been elucidated
in detail. These results suggest that the BTDM-based
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Josephson junctions provide unique platforms for ob-
taining electrically tunable phase-coherent thermal trans-
port, and we anticipate more interesting results for the
thermal transport properties regarding the crossed An-
dreev reflections in BTDM-based superconducting hybrid
structures.
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Appendix A: Calculation of the basis scattering

states in BTDM-based S-AF-S and S-F-S junctions

In this Appendix we give necessary calculation details
regarding the wave functions and related parameters in
the BTDM-based S-AF-S and S-F-S junctions.
We assume that the translational symmetry in the pro-

posed setup is preserved in the y direction, so that the
transverse momentum ky can be treated as a good quan-
tum number. Under this assumption, in the S regions
solving the BdG equation H(−i∂x, ky)ψ = ǫψ straight-
forwardly yields

ψL(R),±
eq =




±ησe±iηθL(R)
eq uL(R)

σγ
L(R)
eq uL(R)

±ηe±iηθL(R)
eq −iφL(R)vL(R)

γ
L(R)
eq e−iφL(R)vL(R)


 e±ikL(R)

eq cos θL(R)
eq x,

(A1a)

ψ
L(R),±
hq =




∓ησe∓iηθ
L(R)
hq vL(R)

σγ
L(R)
hq vL(R)

∓ηe∓iηθ
L(R)
hq

−iφL(R)uL(R)

γ
L(R)
hq e−iφL(R)uL(R)



e∓ik

L(R)
hq

cos θ
L(R)
hq

x,

(A1b)
where we omit the trivial factor eikyy, and the involved
parameters take the forms of

kL,R
eq(hq) =

√(
µS + (−)sgn(ǫ)

√
ǫ2 −∆2

L,R(TL,R)
)2

−m2
ησ/(~vF ),

(A2a)

γL,R
eq(hq) =

(√
(~vF k

L,R
eq(hq))

2 +m2
ησ −mησ

)
/
(
~vF k

L,R
eq(hq)

)
,

(A2b)

θL,R
eq(hq) = sin−1

(
ky/k

L,R
eq(hq)

)
, (A2c)

uL,R =

√
1

2

(
1 +

√
1−∆2

L,R(TL,R)/ǫ2
)
, (A2d)

vL,R = sgn(ǫ)

√
1

2

(
1−

√
1−∆2

L,R(TL,R)/ǫ2
)
. (A2e)

In the magnetic region (0 < x < d), after omitting the
trivial factor eikyy, the scattering states can be formu-
lated as

ψ±
e =




±ηsee
±iηseαe

γe
0
0


 e±iseke cosαex, (A3a)

ψ±
h =




0
0

∓ηshe
±iηshαh

γh


 e±ishkh cosαhx, (A3b)

where the scattering angle αe(h) = sin−1
(
ky/ke(h)

)
.

In the S-AF-S junction, the related parameters in
Eq. (A3) are given by

ke(h) =
√
(ǫ + (−)µM )2 − (mησ − (+)σhAF )2/(~vF ),

(A4a)

γe(h) = (ǫ+ (−)µM − (+)mησ + σhAF ) /(~vFke(h)),
(A4b)

se(h) = sgn (ǫ− |mησ − (+)σhAF |+ (−)µM ) . (A4c)

While in the S-F-S junction, the corresponding parame-
ters in Eq. (A3) are defined as

ke(h) =
√
(ǫ+ (−)µM + σhF )2 −m2

ησ/(~vF ), (A5a)

γe(h) = [ǫ+ (−)µM − (+)mησ + σhF ] /(~vFke(h)),
(A5b)

se(h) = sgn (ǫ− |mησ|+ (−)µM + σhF ) . (A5c)
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